P1 Home Learning - Interdisciplinary Activities

Science
In Science we are looking at the water cycle and
how water changes state. Collect three cups of
water and place one next to a radiator, one in the
freezer and leave one on a table. Can you predict
what’s going to happen to the water in each cup?
After a few hours collect the cups and discuss what
happened (encourage language such as, solid,
liquid, gas, and evaporation).

.

RME
Watch the Easter Story on BBC Teach:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clipsvideo/religious-studies-ks1-the-christian-story-ofeaster/zhgv47h
Using the sheet provided, can you put the pictures
from the story into the correct order? Print off the
pictures and stick them into the correct order or
alternatively draw them into your yellow jotter.

Health and Wellbeing
Get involved in the ‘Making germs
Scatter’ Experiment at home to show
the importance of washing your hands.
If you would like to watch the
experiment before you try it, Tom
Fletcher posted a video of him
demonstrating it to his children:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVxM
KpLLRoM

All you need for this experiment is: a
bowl of water, pepper and some hand
soap. Sprinkle some pepper in a bowl
(not too much or the experiment will
not work as well). Dip your finger into
the bowl and see how all of the ‘germs’
attach to your finger. Then dip a clean
finger into your hand soap and watch
the germs run away! This is a simple and
effective experiment to show the
importance of washing your hands and
how it helps you get rid of germs. When
you are finished, design a poster about
the importance of hand washing.

Easter Egg Hunt
Hide some easter eggs (these could be mini
eggs, crème eggs, chocolate eggs, sweets or
even just a drawing of an easter egg)
around the house or garden. Design a
treasure map in your jotter showing where
all of the eggs are hidden to help someone
find them all!

Art and Design
If you fancy getting creative, ask an
adult to boil an egg for you to paint.
You could turn your egg into a
fairytale character, perhaps
Goldilocks or the Giant from Jack
and the Beanstalk! Roll your egg
down a hill to symbolise the stones
of Jesus’s tomb rolling away.

